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"luportmp" & delete all instances of this. 3) Save your text document in "txt" format. 4) Rename the new
file to "luportmp.txt" 5) Rename your file extension to ".rar". 1 of 8 On Thursday, General Manager Matt

Klentak announced that Jake Arrieta, more commonly known as simply "Jake," will not be dealt until after
the July 31 non-waiver Trade Deadline. Arrieta already has been non-tendered after last season, despite

his 3.59 ERA, 1.31 WHIP, 8.9 K/9 and 3.5 BB/9. Arrieta can still be traded during this offseason, as he
would not have to clear waivers like the other pitchers non-tendered this offseason by the Phillies (Pablo
Lopez, Roman Quinn, Allan Dykstra). Arrieta's most likely destination, just like last offseason, would be
the Yankees, who are known for starting slow while their pitching is arriving. While it's true that Arrieta
has struggled in his second season with the Phillies, would he be a better fit for the Yankees than, say,

the Milwaukee Brewers? Let's take a quick look at the difference in his numbers with the Phillies, Yankees
and Brewers, courtesy of Baseball-Reference.com. Season Team ERA FIP K% BB% K/9 BB/9 HR/9 WAR

Jake Arrieta 2015 Phillies 2.94 2.74 27.4% 5.0% 8.9 2.7 5.8 0.0 2016 Yankees 2.87 2.89 26.4% 5.1% 9.5
2.9 4.2 0.5 2017 Brewers 2.90 2.95 31.2% 6.2% 8.0 3.5 6.0 1.5 As you can see, Arrieta has been more
dominant in New York, and hasn't been as effective in his other two seasons. Although the Phillies have

him under contract for $12 million in 2018, Arrieta will be up for arbitration after this season and his
future with Philadelphia is no longer guaranteed
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